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Semiconductor nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) are considered
near-ideal fluorophores based on their unique particle-size-tunable
optical properties—efficient broadband absorption and narrow-band
emission. Further, compared to alternative fluorophores, such as
organic dyes, NQDs are characterized by significantly enhanced
photostabilility.1 Despite these enabling characteristics, NQD optical
properties are frustratingly sensitive to their surface chemistry and
chemical environment. The coordinating organic ligands used to
passivate the NQD surface during growth are retained following
preparation and are strong contributors to such bulk NQD optical
properties as quantum yields (QYs) in emission. Unfortunately,
ligands are labile and can become uncoordinated from the NQD
surface, and as organic molecules, they can be damaged by
exposure to the light sources used for NQD photoexcitation. Ligand
loss through physical separation or photochemistry results in
uncontrolled changes in QYs and, in the case of irreversible and
complete loss, in permanent “darkening” or photobleaching.

In addition, NQDs are characterized by significant “blinking”
(fluorescence intermittency) at the single NQD level.2 While a
precise mechanism has yet to be universally accepted, blinking is
generally considered to arise from an NQD charging process in
which an electron (or a hole) is temporarily lost to the surrounding
matrix (Auger ejection or charge tunneling) or captured to surface-
related trap states.2–4 NQD emission turns “off” when the NQD is
charged and turns “on” again when NQD charge neutrality is
regained. Blinking is unacceptable for such potential NQD ap-
plications as single-photon light sources for quantum informatics
and biolabels for real-time monitoring of single biomolecules.

Here, we report for the first time that these key optical
properties—QY, photobleaching, and blinking—can be rendered
independent of NQD surface chemistry and chemical environment
by growth of a very thick inorganic shell. It is known that addition
of an inorganic shell of a higher bandgap semiconductor material
(e.g., ZnS onto CdSe) can generally enhance QYs and improve
stability.5–7 However, the optical properties of standard core/shell
and core/multishell NQDs remain susceptible to ligand loss,
changes in ligand identity through ligand-exchange reactions, and/
or ligand concentration.8,9 Further, others have previously reported
theuseofso-called“antiblinkingreagents”10tosuppressblinking.11–13

Such reagents likely serve as charge mediators or charge
compensators.8,10,12,13 In contrast, our approach is to fully isolate
the wave function of the NQD core from the NQD surface and
surface environment. In this way, we create a fundamentally unique
NQD that is structurally more akin to physically grown epitaxial
QDs, for which optical properties are stable and blinking is not
observed.14

Starting with 3–4 nm NQD CdSe cores (Figure 1a), we grew
the particles to a size of 15–20 nm (Figure 1b,c) by sequentially
applying monolayers of inorganic shells. The shell layers of CdS,
ZnS, or CdxZnyS alloys were grown onto CdSe cores using

modified literature procedures based on a successive ion layer
absorption and reaction (SILAR) method.9,15 The growth of
nominally 18–19 monolayers of shell material (calculated based
on the amount of shell precursor added) was conducted over a
period of 5 days with reasonable control over size dispersity (Figure
1b,c) and retention of a regular, faceted particle shape (see
Supporting Information Figure S-1). The shell is either single-
component—CdSe/19CdS NQDs (Figure 1b; 15.5 ( 3.1 nm)—or
multicomponent—CdSe/11CdS-6CdxZnyS-2ZnS (Figure 1c; 18.3
( 2.9 nm), where the six layers of alloyed shell material (6CdxZnyS)
are successively richer in Zn (from nominally 0.13 to 0.80 atomic
% Zn).

These “giant” NQDs (g-NQDs) are characterized by photolu-
minescence (PL) spectra that are shifted to longer wavelengths
(lower energies) compared to the original NQD cores (for example,
Figure 1e; PL maximum is 638 nm), and no emission from the
shell is observed. Such extensive “red shifting” is also known for
standard multishell NQDs9 and indicates extension of the NQD
core wave function into the shell region, which increases the
effective size of the core and reduces the quantum confinement
felt by the semiconductor wave function. In contrast to PL, g-NQD
absorption spectra are dominated by the shell material. This is not
unexpected as, at these sizes, the shell:core volume ratio is
approximately 100:1. In the example shown here (Figure 1e), the
shell is made up of nominally 19 monolayers of CdS, and the
principal absorption onset of this g-NQD is at ∼500 nm, reflective
of the CdS bulk bandgap. However, a separate absorption feature

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images for (a) CdSe
NQD cores, (b) CdSe/19CdS g-NQDs, and (c) CdSe/11CdS-6CdxZnyS-2ZnS
g-NQDs. (d) Absorption (dark blue) and PL (light blue) spectra for CdSe
NQD cores. (e) Absorption (dark red) and PL (light red) spectra for CdSe/
19CdS g-NQDs (inset: absorption spectrum expanded to show contribution
from core). (f) Normalized PL compared for growth solution and first
precipitation/redissolution for CdSe/11CdS-6CdxZnyS-2ZnS and CdSe/
19CdS g-NQDs (red), CdSe/2CdS-2ZnS and CdSe/2CdS-3CdxZnyS-2ZnS
NQDs (green), and CdSe core NQDs (blue). Dashed line indicates no
change.
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is also present and represents the absorption onset of the core CdSe
(spatially extended as described above by the presence of the shell
material). This feature occurs clearly at ∼620 nm (Figure 1e, inset)
and exhibits spectral fine structure that is indicative of a good size
dispersion. Thus, the PL and absorption data demonstrate that,
despite the enormously long reaction times, the integrity of the
optically active core is not compromised.

g-NQDs are uniquely insensitive to changes in ligand concentra-
tion and identity, and the chemical stability afforded by the g-NQDs
clearly surpasses that of the standard multishell and core-only
NQDs. Specifically, we observed that, upon precipitation from
growth solution and redissolution in hexane, the QYs for g-NQDs
did not change ((5%; Figure 1f). In contrast, QYs for standard
multishell NQDs, such as CdSe/2CdS-2ZnS and CdSe/2CdS-
3CdxZnyS-2ZnS (where x is varied successively from 0.13 to 0.80),
dropped by approximately 30% (Figure 1f), while those for core-
only samples dropped by more than 80% (Figure 1f). Further, we
precipitated and redissolved g-NQDs seven times and observed
no changes in QY, nor did we observe any change in QY upon
transfer to water using a standard ligand exchange procedure
(replacing as-prepared ligands with mercaptosuccinic acid).

The absolute QYs for g-NQDs have yet to be optimized,
however. While QYs for the all-CdS version described above were
high, approximately 40%, those for the alloy g-NQDs and a CdSe/
10CdS-8ZnS version were only 10%. In contrast, we typically
obtained QYs for the standard, thinner multishell NQDs of 80–90%.
Reduced QY in traditional NQDs is typically explained by
incomplete surface passivation by ligands. In the case of g-NQDs,
the mechanism is likely different and related, instead, to recom-
bination through defects (dislocations, etc.) within the thick,
imperfect shell.16

Perhaps more remarkably still, the g-NQDs are stable under
continuous laser illumination (532 nm, 205 mW laser) at a single-
dot level. Specifically, freshly diluted g-NQDs in either toluene or
water were dispersed onto a clean quartz slide. Samples were
irradiated for several hours at a time over several days. Photo-
bleaching was not observed in either the samples deposited from
toluene or the samples deposited from water. This result stands in
stark contrast with those obtained for control samples. Namely,
core-only samples, as well as the thinner multishell samples,
photobleached (complete absence of PL) within 1 s, and com-
mercial NQDs (Qdot655ITK) photobleached with a t1/2 ≈ 15 min
(Figure 2a).

Under these continuous excitation conditions, significantly
suppressed blinking behavior was observed for all g-NQDs versus
control samples (Figure 2b,c). The distinctive single NQD fluo-
rescence behavior and the blinking statistics for a large population
(>500) of single g-NQDs and Qdot655ITK NQDs is presented in
Figure 2c. Typical of classically blinking NQDs, >70% of the
Qdot655ITK NQDs have on-time fractions (fraction of total
observation time that a single NQD is on) of <0.2. In contrast,
>20% of the g-NQDs are nonblinking—have an on-time fraction
of >0.99—and >40% of these NQDs have an on-time fraction of
>0.8. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data for the solutions used
to make the thin films showed no evidence for clustering or
aggregation of the g-NQDs, and their DLS-extracted hydrodynamic
diameters (HDs) were consistent with those derived from TEM
plus two ligand layers (Supporting Information).

We have shown that, by growing very thick inorganic shells
onto CdSe cores, a functionally unique class of NQDs can be
realized. In comparison with traditional NQDs, the g-NQDs exhibit
unparalleled chemical robustness, photostability with respect to
photobleaching, and significantly modified blinking behavior, where
a substantial fraction (>20%) of the g-NQDs are nonblinking over
long times. These characteristics will enable applications from
biology to optoelectronics that were previously hindered by
ensemble and single NQD instabilities. The 15–20 nm particle size
should not prove limiting for many single-particle tracking ap-
plications, where significantly larger probes are frequently used.17,18

Efforts to confirm the proposed structure–function relationship are
ongoing.
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Figure 2. Single NQD studies. (a) Emitting NQD fraction over time:
Qdot655ITK (black); g-NQD CdSe/19CdS (red). (b) Fluorescence image
and (c) on-time histograms of Qdot655ITK (left) and CdSe/19CdS g-NQD
(right). Insets in (c) show fluorescence time traces of the circled NQDs in
(b). Temporal resolution is 200 ms.
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